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Perfect Plan - In And Out Of Love

                            tom:
                Fm

            Bb              Fm        Eb
Can we turn this love to find all the promises
Bb
Broken promises
              Fm            Eb
Can we turn, can we try to find love again
Bb
Love again
              Fm      Eb
Can we try this time to find how to live again
               Bb
To believe again
                  Fm
Can we turn every time
                    Eb
Can we try to find love again
Bb
Love again
Cm                        Bb
Somebody tell me love's on time
Fm           F
Right on time

Cm                                   Bb
Girl, you know that we still got some time
                  Eb
Leave it all behind
                  Fm
Girl, you're on my mind
F             Ab           Bb
I've been in and out of love
            Eb                         Ab
I can't live this love you're dreaming of
              Fm7          Bb
I've been in and out of love
               Cm            Bb
Without you, without you, no
Fm                    Eb
Can we try this time to learn how to breathe again
Bb
Just to breathe again
               Fm                      Eb
Can we turn, can we try, can we try To find love again
Cm                         Bb
Somebody tell me love's on time
Fm           F
Right on time
Cm                                   Bb
Girl, you know that we still got some time

                  Eb
Leave it all behind
                     Fm
Girl, you're on my mind
  F             Ab         Bb
I've been in and out of love
            Eb                           Ab
I can't live this love you're dreaming of
              Fm7         Bb
I've been in and out of love
               Cm         Bb
Without you, without you, no
Cm                        Bb
Somebody tell me love's on time
Fm           F
Right on time
Cm                                   Bb
Girl, you know that we still got some time
                  Eb
Leave it all behind
                     Fm
Girl, you're on my mind
               Ab         Bb
I've been in and out of love
Eb        Ab
Without you
Fm            Ab          Bb
I've been in and out of love
Eb                    Ab
I'm so lost without you
Fm                         Bb
I've been in and out of love
Eb           Ab
Without you
Fm                       Bb
I've been in and out of love
  F             Ab         Bb
I've been in and out of love
            Eb                         Ab
I can't live this love you're dreaming of
              Fm7          Bb
I've been in and out of love
               Cm           Bb
Without you, without you, no

Ab                                   Bb
In and out of love, in and out of love
Eb                    Fm
I'm so lost without out
                                               Bb
I've been in and out of love, in and out of love
Cm
Hold on to that
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